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             The HAKHA Movement          

Uprising – Freedom – Referendum 

 
In the Name of Ahura Mazda 

 
Greetings to all freedom loving people, especially the people of Ancient Land of 

Iran 
 
O Children of Cyrus, the young,  women, courageous men and heroes of Kurdish, Lur, 
Bakhtiari, Gashghai, Turkemen, Boir Ahmadi, Baluchi , Azari speaking & Arab speaking 
tribes  and ethnic groups, you are the valiant heroes of Iran.  Your ancestors throughout 
the history have been able to protect their beloved country of Iran from the attack of 
foreign forces and protect her independence. 
 
Now that hand of foreigners are showing from the Mullahs’ and followers of Mullahism 
sleeves, and the fanatical, uneducated, tyrant and betraying Mullahs are ruling your 
country, and by committing atrocities and treason, by committing mass murders and 
executions against People of Iran, and by stealing and plundering wealth and thousands 
of other illegal activities are hated by People of Iran and now that these blood thirsty, 
beggarly enemies of Iran for pursuing their own greed and evil deeds, are developing 
weapons of mass destruction, they are the target of hatred by the rest of the world, so 
much so that Iran and Iranians are at the verge of attack by foreign forces. 
 
Now it is expected that all of you courageous Iranians rise up so that with your 
insurrection and mutual collaboration, before your country is attacked by foreign forces 
to free her up from the rule of Mullahs and Mullahism Followers, and once again prove 
to the world that Iran is still the place for heroes and champions, and today Iranians in 
accordance with their ancestors bravery and sacrifices can protect their country and reach 
freedom and democracy with pride. 
 
Of course the necessary instructions will be given in upcoming messages.  
 

We wish ever increasing good health and success for you all. 
 

On behalf of the HAKHA Movement for freedom and democracy 
 

Dr. Ahura-Pirouz Khaleghi Yazdi 
April 15, 2005 

 


